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LUXE HAS ITS FINGER ON  
THE PULSE OF NORTH EAST 
LIFE >> 
Our team includes: 
• Terry Laybourne, the region’s most 
influential chef  
• James Close, the North-East’s only 
Michelin-starred chef  
• Debrah Dhugga, hunting down  
hip hotels  
• Kate Rose, entrepreneur and  
lifestyle guru

Since launching in 2009 Luxe has  
gone from strength to award-winning 
strength. We’re recognised as the 
premiere lifestyle magazine in the  
North East. 

editorial

Luxe is a luxury lifestyle magazine based in the North East. We feature the region’s 
most influential people in a magazine for a targeted and aspirational audience 
with a circulation of 22,000. Luxe is hand-delivered to households in properties 
valued above £400k. Having a ‘Luxe’ postcode is highly valued and retention of 
the magazine is a given. Ours is an influential audience with spending power and 
our approach is to offer exclusive, considered and entertaining content which will 
appeal to a high-spending demographic aged 35 plus. Luxe magazine has a loyal 
and meaningful relationship with its readers. We call ourselves ‘regional, relevant 
and entertaining’ - and strive to make every edition just this.
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Aston Martin 
road trip

 
Time for a tour in two of the 
motoring world’s finest sports cars. 

We can’t think of a better bloodline for a 
proper British road trip; trailing the winding 
roads of Northumberland, up to the 
breathtaking tracks of the Scottish Borders.
The vigorous new Vantage and the desirable 
DB11 Volante pull up at Blanchland’s Lord 
Crew Arms, ready for a thrilling cross-country 
journey, bringing bundles of energy, 
excitement and indulgence to the roads. 
Sitting suave and sophisticated against the 
beautiful backdrop of Blachland’s stone-built 
buildings, the vibrant Vantage and the DB11 
Volante are both ready to hit the road. 
There’s an overwhelming contrast between 
the two vehicles; the Vantage standing big 

and bold in all its muscular glory, while the 
DB11 oozes charm and sophistication - a 
clean and crisp whip, combining comfort 
and class.
First up it’s a ride out in the Hyper Red 
Vantage. The beast is back, and at the top 
of its game with a bold new look, 
intensified performance and dazzling new 
dynamics. It’s the heartbeat of Aston Martin’s 
purest models, and has been for several 
years. It makes a statement and remains a 
real talking point on both road and track.
The ‘archetypal hunter’ when it comes to 
Aston’s sports car range, it’s exactly what 
you’d expect from a supercar - and then 
some. A born predator built to overwhelm 
the senses as you switch on the engine and 
explore one of the brand’s purest, sculptural 

forms. Bringing new head and tail lights to 
the table, this car delivers a dramatic new 
signature style, giving the Vantage an 
unmistakable road presence. 
Once inside, strapped in and fully up to 
speed with the cockpit gadgets, it’s time to 
get to know the roads. Despite its confident 
and commanding aura from the outside, 
there really is nothing to be intimidated 
about when it comes to jumping in and 
cruising in this drivetime dynasty.
Not only does the engine pack a punch; the 
plush interior and in-car entertainment 
system also make for a mighty fine and fun 
ride. Refined seats settle us in to sports 
mode, while the black leather steering wheel 
and the satin silver interior jewellery give a 
luxurious finish to this outgoing vehicle.

The extensive in-car entertainment system is 
also worth noting - controlled and viewed 
through an eight inch LCD screen, complete 
with Aston audio system, Bluetooth audio 
and phone streaming, iPod, iPhone and USB 
playback, and integrated sat nav.
This punchy and precise motor triggers all 
the right responses. Get behind the wheel 
and all that’s left to do is drive and feel the 
motion. Twists, turns and uneven surfaces 
are no problem in this machine. Aston 
knows its way when it comes to curves. The 
relationship between road and ride is a 
strong one - play it out, stay in control and 
you’ll get the best of this car.
The Vantage is as sharp as it is suave - it’ll 
do 0 to 60 in just 3.5 seconds, reaching a 
maximum speed of 195mph.

Elysia Agnew gets behind the wheel for a country cruise in Aston 
Martin’s latest Vantage and DB11 Volante models

PLAYDATE
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WELCOME!

Happy New Year everyone! I hope Christmas was everything 
you dreamed of and you still have a few tasty treats left from all of 
those selection boxes… It’s that time of year when the grown-ups 
start making the usual resolutions that they’ve no intention of 
keeping so I thought I’d give it a go too. Here are my top three:

1. Eat less chocolate
2. Try even harder at school
3. Stroke more kittens

I think I can stick to at least one of these – I’ll let you guess which! 

2019 is going to be a big one for me. It’s my final year in primary 
school (can you believe that?!) and so I am studying hard for my 
SATs (yawn). I’ve a nice break to look forward to though at 
half-term when I’m going on holiday for the first time with my little 
cousins Thomas and Baby Rose who I love to look after. Then, 
when the work is all complete, I’m off to see Harry Potter and the 
Cursed Child at the theatre in London – the thought of that will 
keep me going through all of those booster classes. I hope you 
have lots of lovely things to look forward to this year too (and not 
too much hard work).

Love Nina x

Nina resolves to stroke more kittens in 2019...

with Nina Robinson

Keep on sleeping >>

Practically perfect 
in every way >>

Look at this – the world’s first long hot water bottle! If you’re anything like me, a hot water bottle is an 
essential part of your bedtime routine and I think I just found a way to double the snuggle factor. This 
smart bottle holds two litres, stays warm for up to eight hours and even has a vanilla scent. A range of 
characters are available. £39.95, hurnandhurn.com 

Nina’s top ten family movie 
trips for 2019 >>

COOL FOR CATS

THE LEGO MOVIE 2: THE SECOND PART Release date: 19 February 
I’m hoping to go to see this with my master builder uncle, Michael! In this 
instalment, Lucy, Batman, Princess Unikitty and friends are kidnapped and 
it’s up to Emmet to make everything awesome again.

DUMBO Release date: 29 March
I’m hoping the 2019 remake of this Disney classic is slightly less brutal than 
the original – I’ve never been able to see past the first 15 minutes through 
my tears! This live action version is directed by Tim Burton and stars Colin 
Farrell as the circus elephant caretaker.

WONDER PARK Release date: 12 April
Imaginative little girl June spends her time dreaming up an elaborate 
amusement park – only to find it in the real world when she grows up. 
Sounds pretty awesome! 

POKEMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU Release date: 11 May
If the trailer is anything to go by, this first ever live-action Pokemon film is 
going to be massive. The trailer became an overnight sensation – viewed 
more than 10 million times in one night on YouTube alone. Why? Maybe 
because the Pokemon have real-looking fur and skin, or maybe because 
Pikachu now talks (beyond his usual “pika-pika! Chuu!”) 

ALADDIN Release date: 24 May
Did you know I was in a school play at Christmas called Ali Baba and the 
Bongo Bandits? I played Bongo and it was so much fun! So, as an expert at 
all things Ali Baba, I’ll be paying extra attention to Disney’s remake of the 
tale and look forward to Will Smith as a cheeky genie.

TOY STORY 4 Release date: 21 June
I’m not sure I can take the emotional rollercoaster that the next instalment 
has in store for Andy’s toys – I’m still not over Toy Story 2. But I’ll have to 
be brave because I can’t leave those toys all alone on the big screen… 
*sob*

THE LION KING Release date: 19 July
I wasn’t sure how Disney could improve on the original until I heard that 
none other than Beyonce is the voice of Nala…

THE ADDAMS FAMILY Release date: 11 October
Apparently, this animated Addams movie is closer to the original New  
Yorker comics than previous classics: The Addams Family and Addams  
Family Values. 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG Release date: 15 November
Sonic finally gets his own movie. Where better than the big screen for his 
battle against the evil Dr Robotnik, played by my all-time favourite 
comedian Jim Carrey?

FROZEN 2 Release date: 27 November
Okay Disney fans, don’t think any less of me, but I am so over Frozen. I 
think I just saw the original movie one too many times and hugged one too 
many Elsas at children’s parties. That said, I can’t miss out on the sequel…

Bring a spoonful of sugar to even the 
dreariest of days with these most delightful 
Mary Poppins-inspired goodies... 

Nina love
s 

Mary Poppins 
umbrella with parrot 

head handle, £24.99, 
menkind.co.uk

Floral 
vanity, £6, 
Primark

Trinket dish, 
£5, Primark

Weekender bag, £14, Primark

There’s nothing quite like a few hours beneath the big screen with a bucket 
of popcorn. 2019 looks set to be a busy one for the box office, with loads of 
great family movies lined-up for release. Here’s my top ten…

Visit our Seaton Delaval showroom at Delcor House, Double Row, NE25 0PR
 Only 20 minutes from Newcastle city centre  0191 237 1303

WWW.DELCOR.CO.UK

SOFAS | BEDS | MATTRESSES
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LUXE LOVES

Initial Rental* Monthly Rentals* Annual Mileage

£359.62 £359.62 8,000

NEWCASTLE    SUNDERLAND    STOCKTON    HARROGATE

TEL: 0800 612 4715     www.millnortheast.co.uk

FROM ONLY £359 DEPOSIT AND MONTHLY RENTALS OF JUST £359* 
WITH MILL PERSONAL CONTRACT HIRE.

Ts & Cs *All quotes based on £359.62 as deposit followed by 47 further monthly rentals of £359.62 commencing in month 2. All by Direct Debit. Based on personal contract hire, non-maintained. All rentals and excess 
mileage rates are inclusive of VAT and are subject to vehicle availability, credit approval, manufacturer’s price changes, volume related bonus and purchase through Volvo Car Leasing. Supplier Network, with a mileage 
of 8,000 miles per annum. Vehicle returned must be in good condition and within agreed mileage, otherwise further charges will be incurred. Excess Mileage 7.56 per mile for the first 5,000 miles and 10.08p per mile 
thereafter. In the event of cancellation of an order, you will be liable for such costs to be confirmed to you in writing. All other terms and conditions are as per the Master Hire Agreement or Customer Agreement between 
yourselves and Volvo Car Leasing. Prices correct at the time of going to print, are subject to change without notice and do not take into account any variation to government taxes or charges arising after date of publication. 
Subject to availability at participating dealers for vehicles ordered on or before 31st January 2019 or while stocks last. Not available with other promotions. Volvo Car Leasing Contract Hire is Provided by Lex Autolease Ltd, 
trading as Volvo Car Leasing, incorporated and registered in England with company number 1090741 & registered office at 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Car shown for illustration purposes only.

INTRODUCING THE 
CAR OF THE YEAR.

T H E  A W A R D - W I N N I N G  X C 4 0 .

VOLVO XC40 1.5 T3

65008 KH Mill Luxe Jan 342x245.indd   1 17/12/2018   3:10 pm

LUXE LOVES
Wrapped up in wool 
Get cosy with By Cecil’s Coastal Collection. An 

oversized scarf to wrap around your arms, throw 
over your shoulder and drape in your home. 

Claire Merino Wool Oversized Scarf Blue, £149
www.bycecil.com
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MAGIC LOUNGEABOUT 

Snug Style
Melt away the new year doom and gloom with some well-

deserved me-time. Time to relax in laid-back loungewear and 
cosy up in soft silk, chunky knits and feel-good lingerie

>> Pure Collection Tocato Ribbed Cardigan, £170, John Lewis Newcastle >> Loungewear Slim Charcoal Joggers, £29, John Lewis Newcastle

JAN/FEB1964
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Ingredients
75g softened butter
75g dried breadcrumbs
120g smoked haddock
30g butter
30g plain flour
150ml milk
90g grated cheddar cheese
1 tsp English mustard powder
300g egg whites
2 large egg yolks 
Maldon salt to taste
Milled white pepper
300ml double cream
100g grated parmesan cheese

Method
Brush six individual ramekins with softened 
butter and line with a light sprinkling of 

The twice-baked soufflé is 
something of a signature dish at  
21 Hospitality and fits the bill as a starter 
or a light main course for lunch or supper. 
Punchy smoked haddock and cheese 
make a great combination and this recipe 
is an easy one to create at home - it’s 
also one to impress with, even though it’s 
relatively easy to master. 
It tastes rich and luxurious with much 
depth of flavour from the flavoursome 
haddock, which is popular and  
widely available. 
(Make sure you stick with natural smoked 
haddock not the nasty orange stuff ). 
Definitely what they call comfort food.

WITH TERRY LAYBOURNE 

FISH COURSE

Twice Baked Smoked Haddock Soufflé
SERVES 6

breadcrumbs. Chill well.
To poach the smoked haddock bring the 
milk to the boil, add the haddock and then 
turn off the heat. Leave it to sit in the milk 
for five minutes then gently remove it to a 
plate and break into large flakes.  
Set aside. 
Next, strain the milk cooking liquid into 
another pan.
Make a roux with the butter and flour  
then add the reserved milk (from poaching 
the haddock) a little at a time to create a 
thick sauce. Cook on a gentle heat for  
five minutes. 
Remove from the heat and stir in the 
mustard powder and then the grated 
cheddar cheese and egg yolks.
Whisk the egg whites together with a pinch 
of salt until firm.

Beat a third of the egg white mixture into 
the warm cheese sauce, then very carefully 
fold in the remainder followed by the 
smoked haddock.
Divide between the prepared ramekin dishes 
and place them in a roasting tray containing 
boiling water an inch deep. 
Transfer the dish to the oven and bake at 
135°C for 25 minutes. 
Remove from the oven, allow to cool for  
ten minutes (at this stage they can be 
refrigerated until needed).
When you are ready to serve the dish, heat 
the oven to 180°C.
Invert each soufflé from the ramekin dish 
into a deep ovenproof serving dish. 
Pour 50mls of cream and a good pinch of 
parmesan cheese over each soufflé and 
bake at 180°C for 10 minutes. 

SOUFFLÉ SECRETS 

S P E C I A L I S T S  I N  K I T C H E N ,  B AT H R O O M  A N D 
B E D R O O M  F U R N I T U R E

Bespoke Interiors  /  16G Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle  /  Tel 0191 2715630

www.bespoke-interiors-uk.co.uk

 

A new year is a great time to reflect 
on all the good from the past year and to 
look forward to the year ahead with 
positivity and verve.
It also signals the passage of time and 
reflecting on what it means to be older.
Plenty of good stuff actually! Such as: 
• No longer being in awe of anyone rich, 
gorgeous or ridiculously intelligent.
• Not feeling the need to sunbathe every 
time the sun comes out.
• No longer complaining about your other 
half, but instead coming up with strategies 
to keep them alive.
• Appreciating yourself… and the new 
confident you that has a great sense of style 
and a kick-ass attitude to match.
With women like Julia Roberts, Michelle 
Pfeiffer and Julianne Moore all embracing life 
in their 50s, we are seeing a new wave of 
women defining what it means to be ‘older’. 
It’s about celebrating individuality, and 
most  importantly being comfortable in your 
own skin – and in your hair colour.
Covering your grey hair shouldn’t have to 
feel like you’re wearing a badge. Colour 
should be classy, sophisticated and natural 
to make you feel gorgeous! 
The choices of professional hair colour now 
are vast, offering something for everyone in 
every shade imaginable. 
Coupled with the latest free-hand techniques 
we are able to create the most natural of 
results that look super sassy to keep you 
looking your absolute best. Always take 
expert advice from your colourist who will 
guide you towards a colour palette that 
suits you to ensure you get a perfect result. 
There are a few golden rules to stick to 
when creating the perfect colour.
1. Avoid shades that are too dark for your 
skin tone, and be aware that your skin may 
have changed over time meaning what suits 
you now could be rather different than a few 
years back.
2. Face-framing lighter strands or panels 
help bring a more natural look and youthful 
glow to the face.
3. Multi-tonal techniques help bring texture 
and definition, avoiding dense block colour.
4. Leave it to the experts! Home colour 
application lacks the class and 
sophistication that your colour should have.
Lets make 2019 an amazing year full of all 
things gorgeous and glam.
Michael Young and Gary Hooker run Hooker 
& Young, with five salons regionwide.  
www.hookerandyoung.co.uk

A certain style 

GOOD TIMES 
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editorial
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Chadwicks Inn Maltby, High Lane, Maltby, Middlesbrough, TS8 0BG  |  01642 590300chadwicksinnmaltby.co.uk

Country pub with award winning dining
Michelin Bib Gourmand   |   2AA Rosettes

January brings us a need 
for comfort food and a nod to 
our Scottish friends and their 
celebrations for Burns Night. 
This is Chadwicks head chef 
Steve Lawford’s take on the 
Scottish favourite, Cullen Skink 
- with the luxury of hand-dived 
scallops to elevate the dish 
for a bit of midwinter luxury. 
So much more than soup! And 
steering clear of dry January, 
sommelier Lee Tolley find the 
perfect wine pairing. 

Clean 
plates

Ingredients
4 large hand-dived scallops
500ml fish stock
500ml cream
1 large leek
2 potatoes
1 sprig thyme
100g fresh parsley
1 side natural smoked haddock

Method
Make a fish cream by reducing the fish 
stock, with the thyme added, until there is a 

Hand Dived Scottish 
King Scallops 
‘Cullen Skink’ >>
Serves 4

The world of 
Pinot >>
Pinot Grigio (I Mastri 
Vernacoli), Trentino,  
Italy 2017
100% Pinot Grigio

12.5% ABV

From the mountains of Trentino, 
which is well known for quality 
Pinot Grigio just like this one.   
A very fresh and crisp wine  
with peach and honey on the 

nose, citrus fruit and green apple on the palate.
A great example of a good Pinot Grigio.

Pinot Gris ‘Cellar Collection’ (Sileni), Hawke’s Bay,  
New Zealand 2016
100% Pinot Gris

11.5% ABV

This wine takes its name from Greek mythology where the Sileni  
were companions of the Greek God of wine, Dionysus. Although the 
vineyard is not as old as ancient Greece (it was established in 1997),  
it certainly makes some fantastic wines. With great balance of acidity 
and ripe peach coming through, this wine also has fantastic length.
If you’re a New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc fan, give this a go – it’s a  
great change.

Pinot Blanc Classic (Famille Hugell), Alsace, France 2016
100% Pinot Blanc

12.5% ABV

The most famous and prestigious wine making family in Alsace,  
the Hugels have been growing wine there since 1639 and produce  
some of the finest wines in the world. Pinot Blanc is now the most 
planted grape grown in Alsace. This fantastic wine offers a nose of 
apples and lemon balm, with a fruity rounded and smooth finish on  
the palate. 
A world class wine.

quarter of the liquid left. Add cream and bring to the boil.  
Pass through a fine sieve.
Open scallops and clean, leaving just the white scallop meat 
(you can ask your fishmonger to do this as it can be quite 
difficult). Slice the scallop in half.
Dice the leek, potato and smoked haddock. Cook leek and 
potato gently in the fish cream until potato is just cooked.  
Add smoked haddock and cook for a few minutes. Finish 
with chopped parsley and season to taste.
Fry scallops in a very hot pan with oil for about a minute on 
each side.
Plate Up Spoon the cullen skink into bowls and top with the 
scallops. Enjoy!

A Scottish classic with crisp whites to partner <<

LIGHT & FANTASTIC 
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MAN KIT

Think pink with warm hues  
and sweet accessories for the most  

romantic season of them all 

Softly does it

KREAFUNK
aFunk 360 degrees bluetooth 
speaker, £99; amara.com 

HENDER SCHEME
MIP-10 nubuck-trimmed 
leather sneakers
£740; mrporter.com 

HERSCHEL SUPPLY CO
Settlement  
tarpaulin backpack 
£120; mrporter.com 

VISVIM
Nubuck 
zip-around 
wallet, £465; 
mrporter.co.uk 

BURBERRY 
Check placket cotton polo shirt  
£180; harveynichols.com 

POLO RALPH LAUREN
Pink checked  
cotton shirt, £110; 
harveynichols.com 

LES GIRLS LES 
BOYS
Lglb mid  
calf sock, £25; 
harveynichols.com 

PAMPEANO
Leather Rosa  
polo belt, £64.99; 
julesb.co.uk 

SIMON CARTER
Swarovski Crystal bubble  
cufflinks, £84.99; julesb.co.uk 

OLIVER PEOPLES
Coren square-frame glasses 
£273; selfridges.com 

TED BAKER
Floral print tie 
£59; selfridges.com

PALE & INTERESTING 



22,000 copies are delivered to the most affluent homes and businesses in the North 
East and are available on sale at selected stockists.
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SPONSORSHIP >>
Your sponsorship package will include, 1x inside front 
cover, 1x inside back cover, 1x back cover, 1x double page 
spread, 2x full pages on an early right hand position plus 1x 
editorial page.  
This is spread over six issues with one option taken per 
issue. 
Sponsorship package / £10,000

Your branding over 4 pages of our social and events diary, 
including a banner advert. 
Looks luxe social diary / £6,000

ADVERTISING POSITIONS >> 
Double page spread / £2,600 
Full page / £1,450 
1/2 page / £840 
1/4 page / £500

PACKAGE OPTIONS - PRE-PAID >>
These annual package options provide a 20% discount 
against premium and standard advertising positions. These 
options are pre-paid in full at the time of booking.

Gold / £6,904
Booking across six issues in your order of preference with 
one option taken in each edition. 1x double page spread, 3x 
full pages, 2x half pages. 

Silver / £3,704
Booking across six issues in your order of preference with 
one option taken in each edition. 1x full page, 2x half pages, 
3x quarter pages. 

SPECIAL FEATURE BOUND INSERTS >> 
Available as two, four, eight and sixteen pages these special 
feature bound inserts can be tailored to suit any client/
brand providing bespoke and unique opportunities for 
editorial/advertising.

Prices available upon request.

SUPPER CLUB >>
Within the dedicated food pages of luxe, the Supper Club 
provides an opportunity for you to showcase your food to 
a discerning group of clients, prospects and targets with 
potential to bring new business and contacts to your venue. 
Creating a menu for 14 guests, the supper club will feature 
across a full page of luxe covering details of the menu, the 
chef, the food, wine and surroundings which will combine 
to create a unique record in words and pictures of the 
exclusive event which will be read by 22,000 affluent  
luxe readers.
The Supper Club requires a commitment of five quarter 
page adverts (one in each issue). The cost of the event is 
also underwritten by you and will then feature across a full 
page of luxe free of charge. 
Supper club investment / £2,500

THE PAMPER MENU >>
Appearing on its own dedicated feature page the luxe Spa 
Club provides a unique opportunity for a small number of 
spa venues to showcase their facilities and packages to luxe 
readers on a regular basis. To be part of this feature there 
will be a required commitment of five quarter page adverts 
with one appearing in each edition of luxe together with 
the provision of a full spa day experience for five people, 
three of which will be invited guests of luxe and potential 
customers/contacts for the venue.
The spa day will appear on a dedicated full page in one 
edition of the magazine with full editorial and photography 
at no additional charge providing a highly targeted method 
of venue promotion.
Spa club investment / £2,500

DISCOUNT STRUCTURE >>	
 Invoice  
2 Issues  5%  
4 Issues  10%   
6 Issues  15% 
Additional 5% discount on prepayment bookings. 

LEAFLET INSERTION >>
From £60 per 1,000

Luxe magazine is a bi-monthly leading regional 
lifestyle publication with guaranteed distribution 
to 22,000 affluent homeowners and businesses 
across the North East. This highly targeted 
publication, backed by a weekly digital digest 
and regularly updated website, provides a 
unique and unrivalled platform for advertising, 
sponsorship and special features.

advertising



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION >>
Please ensure all artwork is supplied in the following formats:
• All scans must be CMYK at 300dpi.
• All fonts must be embedded within the file.
• Disk formats acceptable are USB Disk/Pen drives CD/DVD or PDF.
Bleed is available on full page and double page positions.
Trimmed size is 245mm x 342mm.

Please send your artwork to debi@remembermedia.co.uk  
For any queries or further information contact  
Debi Coldwell - 07910 918366

If you have any questions or wish to advertise with us please contact: 
Debi Coldwell: debi@remembermedia.co.uk - 07910 918366 
 
luxe is published bi-monthly in Feb/Apr/Jun/Aug/Oct/Dec

Full	page	

including 3mm bleed all sides: 
width: 251mm 
height: 348mm

Trimmed size:  
245mm x 342mm

Type area:  
216mm x 318mm

Area is set 17mm from  
inside edge

Double	page	spread	

including 3mm bleed all sides: 
width: 496mm 
height: 348mm

Type area:  
221mm x 318mm

Please ensure an area 17mm 
either side of the gutter is free 
from type

Half	page	

width: 216mm
height: 157mm

Quarter	page	

width: 106mm
height: 157mm

advertising



Visit our Seaton Delaval showroom at Delcor House, Double Row, NE25 0PR 

 Only 20 minutes from Newcastle city centre  0191 237 1303

WWW.DELCOR.CO.UK

SOFAS | BEDS | MATTRESSES

D375 Luxe NOV-DEC.indd   1 05/10/2018   15:36

S P E C I A L I S T S  I N  K I T C H E N ,  B AT H R O O M  A N D 
B E D R O O M  F U R N I T U R E

Bespoke Interiors  /  16G Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle  /  Tel 0191 2715630

www.bespoke-interiors-uk.co.uk

advertisers

Darlington 01325 468 994  Gosforth 0191 217 0217  Jesmond 0191 281 6714
Ponteland 01661 821 004  Wynyard 01740 644 690

www.hookerandyoung.co.uk    Facebook: hooker&young    Twitter: @hookerandyoung
Instagram: hookerandyoung

*With selected stylists only. Offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount or offer. Offer ends January 31st 2019.

AWARD WINNING HAIRDRESSING

HAPPY NEW HAIR
TREAT YOURSELF TO A CUT & STYLE WITH A TONE ON
TONE COLOUR OR PARTIAL HI-LIGHTS FOR ONLY £50

(NORMALLY £88)*

H&Y Luxe Jan 2019 Ad.qxp_Layout 1  11/12/2018  10:55  Page 1

LUXURY
UNLOCKING 

ACROSS THE NORTH EAST LIVING

0800 917 8911 www.duchyhomes.co.uk

Duchy Homes has been crafting aspirational 
new homes for nearly a decade. Using superior 

materials, fixtures and fittings, we deliver 
dream homes of which you can be proud.

C O M I N G  S O O N  T O

M O R P E T H  |  K I R K L E V I N G T O N

NHBC NATIONAL WINNER
2016, 2017 & 2018


